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prognosis 303
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Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
  146, 149, 154, 155, 238
statistical procedure packages 153
statistical science 289
statisticians 54
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in clinical trials 175, 435
criticisms 290
elementary 289–98
five stages of statistical method 152–3
inferential 10, 184, 245–6, 296
literature analysis using (=bibliometrics) 130–43
meaning 289
official 49, 84, 225
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software 144–51
in thesis 398–9
StatPlus:mac 321, 322
Statsoft’s Statistica 148–9, 151
Statview 147
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stochastic (random) models 336
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stochastic calculus 336, 363, 375
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on PC 164, 453
story completion 223
stratified randomisation 172
stratified sampling 250–1, 257
stress–strain relationships for materials 349
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structural questions 221
structured observation 226
subgroup data analysis in 177
subject choice (for thesis) of 392
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submission application for project, checks 78
thesis see thesis
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sum of squared differences 293, 300–1
summary of thesis 391
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ethics 209–11
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types 203–4
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synchronous simulation 362
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systematic reviews 178, 437
systematic sampling 249–50
t-test 58, 173, 177, 296, 297
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human studies 255–6
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technical support 84
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information and communication  see information and communication technology
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questionnaire-administering 209
telecommunication technology see information and communication technology
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telephone interviews 209, 266–7
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test–retest method 279
testing hypotheses 176, 296–7, 301
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testing 10
thesis (submission; dissertation) 389–98
audit trail 65
completing 24–7
definition 389
electronic 111
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title 82, 390–1
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threshold 165
tilde (∼) in Google search 103
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discrete time models 343
variables varying over 343, 363
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organising your doctorate 9
planning your doctorate 16, 18–19
presentation 422–3, 427
time series 304–5, 336, 366–7
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medical research paper 431
randomised controlled trials 434
thesis 82, 390–1
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logistic 302
wavelet 366–7
travel needs 75
treatment
in biological experiments, structure 194–8
for disease, hypothesis testing 296
triad interview 218–19
trials (clinical) 171–9, 434–7
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design 172–7
ethics 50–2, 173, 175
guidelines for reporting 434–7
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qualitative research 229
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two materials, comparison of
with independent samples 181
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two-sided test 184
type 1 and type 2 error 184
umbilical vessels, wall shear stress 350, 352
uncertainty in measurement process 283, 285
uncertainty principle in clinical trials 173
understanding of relevant literature in the field,
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unequal selection probability 252–3
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career at 476–7
career services at 471, 472, 477
unregistered assets 459
unstructured observation 226
URLs 41, 96, 103, 104, 111, 117, 415
your own website 448
user-friendliness of measurement systems 167
validity
kansei engineering studies 236, 238
qualitative research 229
questionnaires 205
spreadsheet data, checking (validation) 314
of tests 278
value questions in interviews 268
variable by case data grid 202, 203
variance 293
analysis of 194, 195, 196, 199, 200, 282, 303–4
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sampling 246, 247, 251, 253
venture capital 465
vibration control 345–9
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lay audience 416
viruses (computer) 445, 446
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illustrations) 146, 412–17
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for lay audiences 415–16
in thesis 398–9
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